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OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FOR

TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

ROBERT STENGEL

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Princeton University

THE PROBLEM

Increasing demand for radio-frequency bands from an enlarging pool
of users (aircraft, ground and sea vehicles, fleet operators, traffic
control centers, commercial radio and television)

Desirability of providing high-bandwidth, dedicated communications
to and from every aircraft in the National Airspace System

Need to support communications, navigation, and surveillance for a
growing number of aircraft

Improved meteorological observations by use of probe aircraft

THE SOLUTION

Optical signal transmission support very high data rates

Optical transmission of signals between aircraft, orbiting satellites,
and ground stations, where unobstructed line-of-sight is available

Conventional radio transmission of signals between aircraft and

ground stations, where optical line-of-sight is unavailable

Radio priority given to aircraft in weather
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AEROSPACE OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

Data communications between aircraft and ground stations could be

supported with direct and relayed signals. Aircraft at altitude typically

would have unobstructed line of sight to an overhead spacecraft and fre-

quently could communicate with other aircraft at similar altitude. Fiber-

optic links on the ground complete the data path for air-ground links

obscured by clouds through unobscured air-satellite-ground links.
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Fiber-optic Link

• Opportunistic OpUcal Transmission
• Distributed Network containing Free-Space andFiber-

Optic Links .....
• Radio Transmission where Optical Link is

Unavailable
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TYPICAL CLOUD COVER PATTERNS °_

ACROSS THE UNITED STATES

Tuday,s Sunsld_ and Clouds 1

Today's Sunshine and Clouds

Today's Sunshine and Clouds

Today's Sunshine and Clouds

D PARTLY
CLOUDY

m _s'rLY CLOUDY

Today's Sunshine and Clouds

[] MOSTLY CLOUDY _tk

Today's Sunshine and Clouds

I_TLY CLOUOY TM

Today's Sunshine and Clouds
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EVERY AIRCRAFT A WEATHER PROBE AND
AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Increased data bandwidth allows greatly expanded transfer of
information about weather conditions and individual aircraft. Observational

data from aircraft is integrated into a real-time four-dimensional weather
map in ground-based computers. This information, in turn, becomes
available to all aircraft in the system.

k

DOWNLINK

O-wn-Position and velocity vectors
Own air temperature, pressure, and humidity
Own wind velocity vector
Own light intensity
Own turbulence intensity
Signal strengths from electrical activity and beacons
Airborne hazard status monitoring and alerts
Desired alternate flight plans

UPLINK

Air temperature, pressure, and humidity fields
Wind and turbulence fields
Cloud cover
Traffic alerts

Ground/satellite-based hazard status monitoring and
alerts

Arbitrated alternate flight plans
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RESEARCH ISSUES

Numerous technical, operational, and institutional issues must be
resolved before the suitability of optical communications for aircraft can be

fully assessed. Many of these are topics for basic and applied research.

Optical signal generation, transmission, and detection

Coherence, filtering, power, multiplexing, and coding

Coupling between optics and electronics

Communication coverage modeling

Telescope field of view, pointing, acquisition, and

tracking

Free-space/fiber-optic networking and data-relay

protocols

Architectures for CNS and ATM

Interfaces with related systems

Integration within an Intelligent Aircraft/Airspace

System
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Robustness of Solutions to a Benchmark Control Problem

Robert F. Stengel" and Christopher I. Marrisont

Princewn University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544

The robustness of 10 solutions to a benchmark control design problem presented at the 1990 American Control

Conference has been evaluated. The 10 controllers have second- to eighth-order transfer functions and hn',e been

designed using several different methods, Including I/. optimization, Ioop-lransfer reco,,ery, ImdPaglnar)'-nxls

shilling, constrained optimization, structured ¢nvarlance, game theor)', and the Internal model principle.
Stochastic robustness anal)sis quantifies the controllers' slnblllly and performance robustness v,ilh structured

uncertainties in up to six s)slem parameters, The nnll)'sls provides Insights into s)stem response thai are not

reldily derived from other robustness criteria and provides u common ground for Judging controllers produced

by alternative methods. One Important conclusion Is that gain and phase margins are not reliable Indicators of
the probability of Inslablllty. Furthermore, parameter variations actually may Improve the likelihood of achiev-

Ing selected performance metrics, as demonstrated by results [or the probabilll)' o[ settling-lime exceedance.

lnlroduclion

ONTROL systems should be designed to maintain satis-
factory stabilily and performance characteristics not only

at nominal operating points but over a range of parameters

that encompasses system uncertainty. These systems should be
robust, bul there is a limit. Unbounded robustness is no more

attractive than inadequate robustness, because nominal per-

formance and insensitivity to parameter variations tend to

produce conflicting design requirements, ilence, the degree of
robustness that must be furnished for satisfactory operation is

related to the system variations that are most likely to occur.
Measures of robustness should be easily understood and

should be directly connecled to control design objectives. They

should be consistent with what is known about the structure

and parameters of the plant's dynamic model. These goals are
best served when robustness is expressed in terms of the like-
lihood that commonly accepted properties fall within accept-

able bounds and when paratneter variations are expressed in

teHus o[ readily measured system specifications. A method of

satisfying these evaluation criteria is presented here.

This paper demonstrates the application of stochastic ro-

bustness analysis (i.e., determining the probability of unsat-

isfactory stability or performance resulting from expected

parameter uncertainty) to solutions of the 1990 American
Control Conference Benchmark Control Problem. t Stochastic

robustness is seen to provide a useful, unifying analytical

framework that is intuitive and has a direct, physical meaning.

Description of the Problem

The benchmark plant is a dual-mass/single-spring system

with noncollocated sensor and actualort; its state-space model

is

y = x2 + v (2)

z = x2 (3)

where xt and x, are the positions of the masses, x3 and x, are
their velocities, and u is a control force on m_. The plant is

disturbed by w on ml, and the measurement of xz is corrupted

by noise v in y. The corresponding actuator and disturbance

input/output transfer functions are

(klml mz) (4)
_c.,.= si [_'+J<(,,,,+.,,)l,.,,,,d

(/ /mZ)(S l + k/mt)
3¢ _:,. (5)

= s'ls'+ kq,it,+,,t,)/.,, md

The plant has eigenvalues at (_j',/k(mt+ m2)/mmm2, 0,0)

and is undamped. A slngle-input/single-output (SISO) con-
troller must close its loop around 3C.y, which has a pole-zero

surplus of 4. The hlgh-gain asymptote of at least one root
lies in the right half plane for any SISO feedback compensator
that has fewer than two surplus zeros. Because the open-loop

roots are on the imaginary axis, the magnitudes of root depar-

ture angles must exceed 90 deg if marginal instability is to be

avoided at low loop gain.

Tliree design problems are posed in Ref. 1. Benchmark

problem 1 (BP- 1) requires I) a 15-s settling time for unit distur-
bance impulse and nominal mann.spring values {mr = rnl = k

= i) and 2) closed-loop stability for fixed values of mass and

0.5<k <2. The second problem, BP-2, replaces the unit-

impulse disturbance by a sinusoidal disturbance with 0,5-rad/s

frequency but unknown amplitude and phase, Asymptotic re-

Itmxj

k_

oo, ii,10 0 0 x2

- k hn, k Im, 0 x3

klmz -klm2 0 x4

+ l/ ti it + w

I lml

(t)
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jeciion of the signal should be achieved with a 20-s settling
time for nominal masse'; and 0.5<k < 2. The third problem,

i],P-3, is like BP-I, excepl that mr, in2, and k are uncertain

•,,.ith mean values of I and unspecified bounds. A number of

adctitional problem specifications are left to the discretion of

the designer. For example, it is presumed that a noise model
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v(1) would be considered, but details of the model are open.

Subjective goals include achieving reasonable performance/

stability robustness, minimizing controller effort, and mini-
mizing controller complexity+

Design Solutions and Nominal Performance

Five papers containing design solutions appear in the Amer-

ican Control Conference Proceedings, r-+ one paper became

available after the conference, _ and additional designs were

obtained from the authors. The transfer functions for these

controllers are presented in the Appendix. Fixed-order com-

pensators achieving approximate loop-transfer recovery are

motivated in Re(. 2, leading to designs A-C. An H® plus

jw-axis shifting approach is taken in Re(. 3, producing design

D. Reference 4 uses nonlinear constrained optimization to
produce design E. Structured covariance terms are added 1o

the linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG} algebraic Riccati equa-
tions to generate design F in Ref. 5. Design G is a game-+theo -

retic controller based on linear exponential Gaussian and He.

concepts and is discussed in Re(. 6. H® controllers using the

internal model principle are presented in Re(. 7 (designs H-JI.
G and J are designed to reject the sinusoidal disturbance

(BP-2) rather than the unit impulse disturbance (BP-I). All but

two of these designs (A and D) contain non-minimum-phase

zeros. The benchmark criteria do not address command-input

responses: hence, the initially reversed time response of sys-
tems with an odd number of non-minimum-phase zeros is not

penalized. Design G has an even number of right-half-plane
zeros, which would not produce reversed response.

The problem statement contains an ambiguity that could

have affected the designers' interpretations of satisfactory re-
sponse. Settling time is normally defined as an attribute of

unit-step-function response. For example, Ogata _ states that

"The settling time is the time required for the response curve

to reach and stay within a range about the final value of size

specified by absolute percentage of the final value (usually

2% or 5%)." For a second-order system the 2°/o settling time

can be precisely calculated as 4/_'w,,, where i" is the damping

ratio and _, is the natural frequency of the oscillatory mode.

However, Takahashi et al. '_ found that "Exact analytical ex-

pressions for ... settling time become prohibitively compli.
cared for systems of order higher than two." The benchmark

ambiguity is that the final value of a strictly stable impulse

response (BP-I) is zero; hence, there is no steady-state value on
which to base percentage response.

Nominal performance characteristics of the controllers are

summarized in Table I, which presents compensator numera-

tor and denominator order (Num Ord and Den Ord), two

definitions of settling time (Ts* and Ts*'), maximum control

usage (UmoJ resulting from a unit w disturbance, gain margin
(GM). phase margin (PM), output response to 0.5/rad/s sinu-

soidal disturbance (SR}, and covariance of control response
(U, ov) to measurement noise (v) with unit standard deviation.

All compensators are proper (the number of zeros does not

exceed the number of poles), but three (C, D, and E) are not

strictly proper (the number of zeros equals the number of

poles). Hence, designs A, B, and F-J can be classified as

low-pass filters, whereas designs C-E do not roll off at high
frequencies. +_--

T_ portrays the settling time as the time for which x2 is

captured within a 0.l-unit envelope about its zero steady-state

value, given an initial unit w disturbance impulse. Ts** is based

on the damping ratio and natural frequency of the dominant
mode and is calculated as 4/]'w,,. Neither of these definitions

adheres to the conventional definition, but each has its merits.

Ts* is consistent with the BP-I problem specification, in that it

reflects a response to a unit w disturbance; however, it is

amplitude dependent. T_* is independent of amplitude, but it

is unrelated to the disturbance input and is not an accurate

portrayal of the full sysiemTs Settling time in response to a unit

step input. Table I indicates that only three of the compensa-

tors satisfy a 15-s criterion by the first definition, whereas six
compehsators_ha_e-settllng times Of ',:: 1_.2 s by the second
definition.

Four compensators use measurably more control than the

others in responding to the disturbance. Increasing gain mar-

gin generally is accompanied by increasing phase margin for
these 10 designs (Fig. I), although the relationship is not

monotonic. With the O:ception of design D, stability margins
are less than the 8-dB/30-deg rules of thumb (e.g., Re(. 10)

often suggested as design goals for SISO systems. Sinusoidal

disturbance rejection of most controllers is similar, although

design D's response is an order of magnitude smaller. Designs
G and J, specifically intended to reject a 0.5-rad/s sihuso_d,

eliminate the disturbance completely in the steady state. (The

settling time in achlevingthis response was noi evaldated.) The

noise-response covariance of the Control is generally propor-
tional to its peak disturbance-impulse response for strictly

proper compensators. The three non-strictly proper compensa-

tors have infinite control covariance in response to continuous

white measurement noise v (with infinite bandwidth).

Stochastic Robustness Analysis

Stochastic robustness analysis (SRA) is based on a statistical

portrayal of parameter variations and their effects, if parame-
ters take a finite number of discrete values, each with known

6O
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Nominal gain and phase relalionships of the 10 controllers.

Table ! Nominal charactdrlslies or 10 controllers

Hum Den "Umax GM, PM, SR. U_o+
Design Ord Ord Ts, s"_ T+, s"*b -- db deg db --

A 2 3 21.0 14.8 0.514 2..56 26.7 10. l 6.30
B 2 3 19.3 15.2 0.469 3.27 26.8 13.2 13.02
C 2 2 19.7 15.2 0.468 3.27 26..5 13.3
D 4 4 9.9 8.8 297.8 15.10 58.7 1.47 ao
E 2 2 I8.2 8.01 0.884 2.39 22.0 17.1 o_
F 3 4 13.7 22.0 2.397 5.15 23.8 t3.4 6 xl04
G 3 8 31.3 35.7 1.458 3.61 25.4 - _ 173.5
H 3 4 14.9 11.9 0..574 3.28 24.5 14.9 2.48
l 3 4 17.8 17.2 0.416 4.56 27.5 13.3 0.95
J .5 6 43.2 23.8 1.047 2.14 17.5 - oe 77.42

• "Defined for 0 |-unil _.- 'spon$¢ envelope for unibimpulse w.

b**Del'ined by 4/[',,.:. tptu_,cled b)' B, Wie).
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or estimated probability, the analysis can be based on a finite
number of function evaluations, and the probabilistic result is

exact (within the accuracy and precision of problem model-

ing). If the parameters are continuous or the number of finite

combinations is Ioo large for practical computation, Monte

Carlo evaluation can be used to estimate probabilities within

arbitrarily small confidence intervals. I f a binary judgment can

be made of function values (e.g., satisfactory/unsatisfactory

or stable/unstable), then the corresponding probability distri-
bution is binomial, and confidence intervals are readily esti-

mated from the number of function evaluations (e.g.,

Ref, II). Further details of SRA can be found in Refs. 12-17.

lest Cases for the Benchmark Problem

Uncertain parameters are assumed to have continuous,

bounded, uniform, and uncorrelated probability distributions

for this analysis. (The original problem identifies uncertain

parameters and their bounds, making no statement about dis-

tributions. _) Three increasingly demanding sets of parameter
uncertainties are used to test the controllers. The first two are

specified in Ref. I, and the third is new.

ProblemE-I: 0.5<k<2. allother parameters take nomi-
nal values, as in BP-I and BP-2.

Problem E-2: 0.5<k<2, 0.5<rymt<l.5, and 0.5<m2

< 1.5, as in BP-3. Reference I does not specify limits on ml

and m2; values of ..,,-50_0 are adopted here.

ProblemE-]: Same as E-2; in addition, O<c<O.I,0.9<f
< I.I, and 0.001 <r<0.4 s, where c represents internal damp-

ing between the rnasses; f is loop-gain uncertainty due to

multiplicative variation in observation, control gain, or actua-
tor effectiveness; and r is the time Constant for a first-order

lag between controller command and _ actnator response. Un-- :

certainty in the damping ratio c increases open-loop damp-

ing, and the lime lag is always greater than the nominal value
of zero.

With all six parameters, the state-space model for E-3
becomes

Jr" =F'x' + G'u, +L'w (6)

v,,here x' is defined as [vt x, x_ x, u] r, and

I0, 0 , 0 1
0 0 0 I 00

F' = I -klm , klrn, -elm, rim, finn,
k//n 2 -k/m,. c/try: -c/m,

t o o o o -I/5

(7)

G' =10 0 0 0 I/r] r (g)

L'=I0 0 0 l/m2 0l r (9)

The compensators are modeled by

xc = Ax, + By (10)

u, = Cx, + Dy (II)

wherex, is the compensator state; u, is the actuator command;

A, B, C, and D are the compensator matrices; and y is x,.

Performance Metrics for the Benchmark Problem

Robustness is best characterized by problem-dependent met-

rics that have a direct bearing on the measurable stability and

performance of the system. Here, they portray the likelihood
that classical stability bbunds ,.'.'ill be exceeded, thai settling

time will not be achieved, and that control usage will exceed

acceptable rabies. For demonstration of SRA, parameter un-
certainties are represented by uniform distributions '.'*rithin ar-

bitrary (but reasonable) bounds. In practical application, the

control-system designer would have similar, problem-specific

specifications to meet.

Each of the following probabilistic performance metrics
has a binomial distribution and is estimated using Monte Carlo

evaluation. Uniform, bounded parameters are calculated by

random-number generators according to the specifications of

the previous section. The associated binomial confidence level
depends on the number of evaluations and the value of the

probability estimate. I_ Each estimate is the result of 20,000

evaluations; for a probability estimate of 0.1, the 95°7o confi-

dence interval would be .+ 0.004. The performance metrics are:

I) Pl: Probability of instability. This probability portrays

the likelihood that parameter variations force at least one

closed-loop root into the right halt plane.
2) Pr,: Probability of settling-time exceedance. This

probability is deri'*'ed from a time-history calculation with a

unit-impulse w input (i.e., based on Ts') and estimates the

likelihood that the actual response of z will fall outside a

±0. I-unit envelope after 15 s.

3) P,,: Probability of control limit exceedance. This prob-

ability corresponds to the requirement in Ref. I to minimize
controller effort. It is the probability that peak actuator dis-

placement '.,,'ill exceed a saturation limit in response to a unit

disturbance (,') impulse. The saturation limit was chosen to be
one unit for this analysis.

4) PI: Probability of unsatisfactory sinusoidal distur-
bance rejection. This probability involves the likelihood that

the amplitude of steady-state z response exceeds one unit with
a unit sinusoidal disturbance at 0.5 rad/s.

Computation times indicate that current workstations are

fast enough to execute practical SRA, and massively parallel

computers could provide interactive turnaround. For the
typical closed-loop system considered here, roughly 900 sets

of eigenvalues '.,,'ere generated per minute per million float-

ing.point operations per sec (MFLOP). This is drawn from

compiled Pascal code executed on a 0.9-MFLOP Silicon

Graphics 4D/20 workstation. The contplete evaluation was

computed at a rate of 30 sets/mln/MFLOP using MATLAB

on a Macintosh Ih cornputer. At these rates, a 5000-MFLOP

parallel computer (e.g., 64K CM-2 Connection Machine)
would evaluate 20,000 sets of eigenvalues in 0.25 s, and the full

evaluation would take about three times longer.

Results of the Anal)sis

The results of tire SRA indicate a wide range of characteris-
tics in the I0 controllers. This reflects varying emphasis in

satisfying the problem specifications, as well as significant
differences in compensator order and design philosophy. It

should be emphasized that none of the controllers was de-

signed for the express purpose of satisfying SRA criteria, and
it is likely that each design approach could be fine-tuned to

produce better results titan those shown here. Using criteria

that have high engineering significance, SRA provides a "level

playing field" on which to judge the robustness of controllers

that were designed by alternative methods. Tables 2-4 present
results, with maximum probabilities for each evaluation prob-

lem indicated by bold letters and minimum values underlined.

Probability of Instability

For the least uncertain case (E-I), over half of the con-
trollers are estimated to have zero probability of instability,

whereas design A has a 16_,0 likelihood of instability (Table 2).
With increasing parameter uncertainty (E-2 and E-3), all con-

trollers have nonzero Pj. The probability of design A is essen-

tially unchanged, and design J becomes the controller most

likely to be unstable.
It is interesthtgto coinpare the probabilities of instability on

the bases of gain and phase margins, quantities often assumed
to indicate the robusiness of SISO system,;. Figures 2 and 3

demonstrate that nominal values of GM and PM are not good

predictors of Pt. (Note that these bar charts present results for

the 10 compensaiors; hence, GM and PM are not evenly dis-
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Table 2 ProbabiliD of inslab ii )

Design E-I E-2 E-3

A 0.160 0.159 0.165

B 0.023 0,042 0.039

c o.o21 0.040 o04_
D 0.000 0.004 0.059
E 0.000 0,097 0.125

F 0.000 O,119 0.224

G 0.000 0.203 0.232
H o.ooo 0.046 0.099

I 0.000 0.013 0.029
J 0.039 0.237 0.245

Table 3 Probabilit) of
settling-time violation

Design E-I E-2 E-3

A 0,971 0.962 0.793

B 1.000 0.969 0,963

C 1.000 0,968 0.874

D 0.000 0.004 0.072

E 1.000 1.000 0.999

F 0.633 0.859 0,967

G I.OO0 0.999 1,000

H 0.7.,12 0.909 0.986
I 0.756 0.918 0,986

J 1.000 1.000 0,968

Table 4 Probabilit) or
conlrol-IImil exceedanee

Design E-I E-2 E-3

"A 0.i60 0.159 O.165

B _023- 0.043 0.047

C 0.021 0.041 0,041

D -I,000 I.INN) 1.000

E 0.0o0 0.391 0409
F 1.000 1.000 1,0gO

G 1.000 0.886 0.889
H 0.OO0 0.133 0.162
I 0.000 0.023 0.030
J 0.857 0.542 0.527

tributed.) In most cases, increasing parameter uncertainty in-
creases Pt. but there are no consistent trends with GM and

PM. Parameter variations have complex effects on the shape

of each controller's Nyquist plot, and these effects cannot be

portrayed simply by changing loop gain or phase angle.

This result brings into question the utility of transfer-func-

tion/return-difference-matrix singular values as measures of

the stability robustness of multi-input/multi-output (MIMO)

systems. MIMO singular-value analysis is loosely equivalent to

SISO gain-margin analysis (e.g., Ref. 18). Arbitrary, real pa-

rameter variations have complicated effects on the frequency
distributions of MIMO singular values, changing their shapes

as well as their magnitudes. Unless the frequency distributions

of nominal MIMO norms retain their shapes under parameter

variation (or follow some predictable pattern), the relation-

ships of nominal maximum or minimum values to allowable
bounds tells little about stability robustness. Norm bounds can

be reliably evaluated only by considering the norms of per-

turbed systems.

A higher compensation order does not necessarily improve

robustness (Tables l and 2). The compensators with the most
stability robustness are fourth order, and the next most robust

controllers are second and third order. Increased nominal

control usage, either as a consequence of a disturbance impulse

or measurement noise, generally corresponds to decreased

stability robustness, although design D provides a significant

exception.
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Probability of Settling-Time I:iolation

All but three of the controllers (D, F, and H) exceed the 15-s

settling-time objective (defined by T_) in the nominal case
(Table 1); hence, it is not surprising that the probability of

settling-time violation with parameter uncertainty is high as

_ell (Table 3). Design D provides a notable exception: Its

nominal Ts* is 9.9 s, and Pr, is sma!! for all thre_ evaluation
cases. For problem E-I, half of tile c6ntro[iers V]0|aie the goal

all ihe time, but two of the contr0ilers wiih nominal Ts* above

15 s (H and 1) have a considerable likelihood (25%) of satis-

fying the objective when the spring-constant uncertainty is

considered. Further uncertainty (prob!erns E'2 and E-3) re-
duces the probability of settling-time violation for more con-

trollers, _lusirating the counterintuitive reSUlt that the effects

of uncertainty are not always unfavorable.

Probability of Control Limit Exceedance .........

The probability of excessiVe control response to disturbance

impulse P,, is shown in Table ,1. Over half of the nominal
responsesar_wiihin the 6m,,,,criterion ch6sen for this analysis

(Table l)_ Furthermore, there is an identifiable trend in the

relationship between u_,, and P,, (Fig_ 4). Several controllers

(E, H, and 1) have zero probability of violating this criterion
for problemE- I, ann;designs-B, C, a.n d i _etain low values of

P,, for all three problems. Designs D ahd F have 100% P,, in all

three Cases, which is traceable to very high nominal control

usage. Once again, nominally marginal cases (G and J, the two

controllers designed for rejection of the sinusoid) exhibit re-

duced probability' of exceedance for problems E-2 and E-3.
From Ecl. ('l-)_ih-cYea-s_d-_h-_ and m2 decreaSe the eft_ects of u

and w, and added damping (c) and first-order lag (r) reduce

control peaks in some cases, reducing the probability of high
control levels.
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Simtsoidol Response CharoeleriMics

When 0 dB is chosen as an upper respon,_e limit, tile two

controllers designed to reject the sinusoid (G and J) do so

perfectly (P! = 0), whereas all Ihe others exceed the limit all the
lime. Tile transfer functions (Appendix) show that designs G

and J effectively "notch" the 0.5-rad/s disturbance-input fre-

quency to produce these results. Without notch filters the re-

maining controllers cannot give special attention to discrete-
frequency inputs, and their frequency response of -0.5 rad/s

always exceeds 0 dB. Ir the frequency of the sinusoidal dis-
turbance were uncertain, the notch filters could be less cfrec-

live, but there ',,,ould be little change in tile response of the
other controllers.

StochasticRoot Loci and Parametric llistoRrlms

Graphical results give insight into the nature and causes or

possible instability. The stochastic root locus is an s-plane plot

of the eigenvalues that result from each Monte Carlo evalua-

tion, expressed either as a two-dimensional scatter plot of
closed-loop roots or an oblique three-dimensional view of the

density of roots within subspaces or the s plane, t; The former

plot is easily generated from the calculations, and the latter has

the advantage of showing the distribution along the real axis. t_

In addition, histograms of the parameters associated with in-

stability can be related to origins of the problem.

Scatter plots for design H show the progression of eigen-

value uncertainty from problem E-I to E-3 (Fig. 5). For prob-
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lem E-I only a single parameter varies (the spring constant k).
The distribution follows the convention_,l root locus (with

nominal closed-loop locations indicated by × ), although the

density of roots varies along the curves. The pairs of roots near

the origin are most closely associated with the plant, whereas

the higher-frequency roots are compensator modes• None of
the root loci extend into the right half plane, and P_ is zero

(Table 2). Three parameters vary in problem E-2, and the

stochastic root locus becomes an areal distribution of roots,

some of which extend into the right half plane (Fig. 5b).

Because the parameter variations are bounded, there are crisp

edges to the distributions. The unstable cusps at 0.6 and 2.6
rad/s can be associated with plant and controller modes. Fur-

ther parametric uncertainty (problem E-3) broadens the distri-

butions and increases the probability of instability.

The same information is presented in unsmoothed three-

dimensional form in Fig. 6 (upper half plane only), which
shows the distribution of real roots as well. The three-dimen-

sional representation is especially effective when displayed on

a graphics workstation that allows the viewpoint to "fly
around" the distribution.

To see which parameter values are associated with instabil-

ity, the values are recorded whenever the system is found to be

unstable. These values are collected in intervals, the number of
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values in each interval is counted, a=_d the resulting histogram

provides an estimate of the conditional probability density

function for each parameter. If a parameter has little effect on
stability, then the histogram should show the same distribution

as produced by the random number generator in this case, a

uniform distribution. If part|cular values of the parameter

increase the probability of instability, the histogram has higher
values in that region.

For design H and problem E-2, instability often occurs when

the masses have low values but never occurs with high values

(Fig. 7a). Low mass values increased the probability of insta-
bility for all the designs. Extreme values of the spring constant

also are associated with instability, low values having the edge

in this example.

For problem E-3 (Fig. 7b), the distributions become less

crisp, as otherwise unstable values of mass can be stabilized by
damping and otherwise stable values of mass can be desta-

bilized by increased loop gain or first-order lag. The spring

constant shows a slight bimodal distribution due to the two
modes of instability with roots of approximately 0.6 or 2.6

rad/s. This can be seen by recording the parameter values only

when the system is found to be unstable and the unstable roots

have a high frequency. The resulting histograms (Fig. 8) show

that there are unstable high-frequency roots only if the spring

constant is high and the damping is low. With increased damp-

ing, there is no high-frequency instability.

These results can be used in three ways. The probability of

instability could be reduced if it were possible to ensure that
the plant parameters did not move into the areas that are

found to cause problems. This might be the result of improved
quality assurance on the important parameters or by shifting

the mean of the parameter variation. If it is not possible to

affect the actual parameter variations, then the control system

could be redesigned using the problematic values of parame-

ters as nominal values. For example, the control system could

be redesigned using nominal values of 0.7 for the masses.
A third use of the distributions can occur if one of the

varying parameters representsa control design parameter. For
instance, it- the loop gain f were treated as a design vari-

able, then it is clear that attenuating the gain would reduce the

probability of instability. This alternative is demonstrated

using design D. It has been seen that design D had generally
good robustness but very high actuator use. Peak actuator

usage can be reduced by reducing the loop gain, and the effect

of gain attenuation on robustness subject to problem E-2 is
shown in Fig. 9. For this analysis, only 100 Monte Carlo

evaluations were carried out per design point, but the results

show clear trends. As the gain is reduced, the probability of
control saturation is reduced without significant increase in

Pt or Pr, until the attenuation reaches 0.6, when Pr, begins
to increase. Reducing the gain further produces a clear trade-

+
. =

!
i

___=
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off between the probabilities of control saturation and set-

tling-lime violation. References 19 and 20 present similar

methods of control system design based on search and statisti-
cal evaluation.

Conclusions

Stochastic robustness analysis of 10 controllers designed for
the ACC Benchmark Control Problem provides useful quan-

tification of stability and performance sensitivities to parame-

ter variations. The SRA method is flexible and can be tailored

to the design requirements and system specifications of partic-

ular control problems. Qualitative selection of the best con-
troller depends on the relative importance of several metrics,

which are readily described in a probabilistic framework.

Several conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. The

analysis shows that gain and phase margins are not good p_e-
dictors or the relative stability robustness of difrerent SISO

controllers, because robustness is tied closely to the actual

plant uncertainties and their effects on (implied) Nyquist con-

tours. This result implies that robustness analyses based on

singular-value analysis of MIMO systems may have similar
limitations. Nominal settling time did not give a good indica-

lion of tire likelihood of exceeding settling-tlme limb, princi-

pally because most nominal values already exceeded the limit.
Although this result may be an artifact of the settling-thne

definition (Ts*), it reveals the counterintuitive result that

uncertainty may improve the probability of remaining within

a predefined limit. The relationship between maximum control

response to a disturbance impulse and the probability of ex-

ceeding a control limit is more direct, as most nominal values

were about half the limit value. Stochastic root loci and pa-

rameter histograms provide insight about the likely positions
of the closed-loop roots and the parameter variations that lead

to instability, and they suggest ways of improving plant and

controller design.

Design A:

Design B:

Design C:

Design D:

Design E:

Design F

Design G:

Design H:

Design h

Design J:

Appendix: Transfer Functions of the Ten Compensators
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Stochastic Prediction Techniques for
Wind Shear Hazard Assessment

7-_ f

D. Alexander Stratton" and Robert F. Slenge|'l

Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

The threat of Iow-altilude wind shear has prompted development of aircrari-based sensors thai measure winds

direcll) on an aircraft's intended flight path. Measurements from these devices are subject to turbulence inputs

and measurement error, as well as to the underlying wind profile. In this paper stochastic estimators are

developed Io process onboard Doppler sensor measurements, producing optimal estimates of the winds. A

slochasli¢ prediction technique determines the level of aircraft energ} performance from the wind estimates.

Aircraft performance degradation algorithms presented are based on optimal estimation techniques. The predic-

tion algorithm must balance wind shear detection performance and turbulence rejection capability, as illustrated

in simulations of microburst wind shear and severe turbulence environmenls.

lnlroduction

TRONG variable winds in the airport vicinity can causeunaccep!able deviation of aircraft from their intended

flight path. Known as low-altitude wind shear, this threat has
caused at least 24 aviation accidents in the last 25 years)

Efforts to promote the avoidance of severe wind shear have
focused on improving flight crew training programs, 2 under-

standing the meteorology of wind shear, _s and developing

technology to detect wind shear in the terminal area. Ground-

based sensor systems to measure airport-vicinity winds are

being developed and installed at major airports, 6,'_ along with

techniques to automatically identify a wind shear and predict
its formation, s-t° Sensors to detect wind-shear-induced flight-

path deviations are being installed on aircraft, TM and for-
ward-looking sensors to detect wind shear in front of the air-

craft also are under development, t3-t5 Interpretation of this

information in the cockpit is a topic of current research.

As the amount of available information grows, accurate

interpretation of the information by flight crews becomes

more challenging, particularly during periods of high work-

load. Artificial intelligence technology provides a basis for a

cockpit aid to assist flight crews in avoiding low-altitude wind
shear. An expert system, the Wind Shear Safety Advisor, t6

depicted schematically in Fig. I, will operate in real time,

accepting evidence from onboard and ground-based sources,

pert',aps facilitated by a direct data link (represented by a dot-

ted line in Fig. I). The goal of this system is to increase flight
crew situation awareness and decision reliability by summariz-

ing information from a variety of information sources.
In the absence of direct measurements of the winds, a deci-

sion to avoid wind shear must be based on discrete alerts from

wind shear detection systems and meteorological evidence.

Various levels of reliability associated with this indirect evi-

dence complicate the risk assessment process. A probabilistic

model of this process has been developed that incorporates

statistics from meteorological studies and reliability statistics

for wind-shear-alerting systems, t_ The model can manage the

uncertainty associated with indirect evidence, providing mean-

ingful estimates of risk.
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If onboard measurements of the winds were available, a

hazardous level of wind shear could be identified by deter-

mining whether the level of some hazard metric, based on the
wind measurements, exceeds a threshold. Hazard metrics

considered previously include maximum horizontal winds _

and F-factor, t_ which relates wind shear to aircraft perfor-

mance. Computation of the hazard level is complicated by

uncertainty surrounding the wind measurements, including
turbulence and measurement errors. In this paper Kalman fil-

ters are developed to produce optimal wind estimates from
onboard wind sensors, based on a stochastic wind model.

These algorithms are demonstrated in a simulated microburst

wind shear environment.

From the wind estimates, predictions of the aircraft's per-

formance degradation can be made using stochastic predic-

tion techniques) s't9 In addition to the predictions themselves,

these techniques produce measures of the possible error in the

predictions due to turbulence and limitations of the measure-
ment de_,qces. In this paper a Kalman-filter-based prediction

technique to predict F-factor and aircraft performance degra-
dation is demonstrated in simulated microburst wind shear

encounter. The response characteristics of the prediction tech-

nique must provide significant response to severe wind shear
and limited response to turbulence. In this paper stochastic

prediction techniques with different design parameters are
demonstrated in a simulated microburst wind shear and severe

turbulence environments.

Probabilislic Reasoning in Artificial Intelligence

The power of an intelligent system rests in its ability to

produce meaningful conclusions by reasoning, i.e., by apply-
ing kno_,ledge stored in the system to available evidence. In

probabilistic models of reasoning, knowledge is stored in the

form of probabilities, and Bayes's rule 2° and the axioms of

probability 2t are used to condition these probabilities on evi-
dence. When several pieces of evidence are supplied, the appli-

cation of Bayes's rule is complicated by dependencies between

pieces of evidence. A structure to these dependencies must be

provided for efficient reasoning. In Bayesian network repre-
sentation"" a graphical representation provides this structure,

such as the one for _,,ind shear avoidance graphed in Fig. 2.

Nodes in the diagram represent discrete random variables, and
the links between them represent sets of conditional probabil-

ities used during reasoning. The network representation ena-
bles efficient probabilistic reasoning because all of the depen-

dencies between ,.ariables are specified by the links.
The netv, ork of Fig. 2 was developed using guidelines for

wind shear avoidance presented in the FAA's Windshear

Training Aid document,: which was written by a team from

Research supported by government grant.
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Fig. 2 Graphical representation of a IBa_esian network for wind
shear avoidance.

the airframe industry with the support of airlines, the govern-
ment, and academia. The network model incorporates statisti-

cal results from the NIMROD) JAWS, -_.*and FLOWS 5 stud-

ies and for the enhanced Low-Level Windshear Alert System
(LLWAS) evaluation. 7 Demonstrations of the network f7 show

that it can approximate the subjective judgments required to
establish the possible presence of wind shear.

A probabilistic model establishes a scientific basis for
the Windshear Training Aid avoidance guidelines. Since the

completion of the Windshear Training Aid, a variety of new

ground-based and airborne wind shear detection systems are
being devleoped, such as the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar

(TDWR) system. The probabilistic model can be expanded to

include statistics from new detection systems established dur-

ing their evaluation. New knowledge gained from meteorolog-
ical studie.,., such as geographical variation of wind shear fre-
quency, can also be included.

Kalman Filter Development

for Doppler Wind Measurements

Airborne sensor technology with the capability to detect

wind shear in front of the aircraft is currently under devel-

opment, including Doppler radar," Doppler lidar) 4 and in-

frared *-_technology. Doppler devices .measure a shift in fre-

quency of radar or light waves emitted along a radial line,
measuring the component of wind velocity parallel to that line.

Operational devices could provide measurements of head

winds or tail winds at a series of locations along the aircraft's

intended approach or takeoff path. For example, airborne

Doppler radars could provide measurements spaced at - 500-

ft intervals over a range of 3-5 miles, spanning 50-100 s of
flight at approach speed, f3 This sequence of measurements

contains the effect of turbulence and is corrupted by measure-

ment noise as well. A bank of Kalman filters can improve the
accuracy of hazard estimates based on successive measurement

sequences, minimizing measurement noise and accounting for
correlation in the wind field using a stochaqic model.

As the aircraft travels down the flight pa,_ measurements in

successive sequences are offset by a distance d (Fig. 3), which

is assumed to be small relative to the distance between adjacent
range gates L. At a given time, a sequence of measurements is

obtained. Each member of this sequence represents the aver-

age value of the radial wind component in an interval of length
L at that time.

A first-order Markov model for the turbulent winds can be

based on the Dryden power spectrum for horizontal turbu-

lence, given by Ref. 23 as

• .(,o = 1_+(L..,,)_] (I)

Parameters of this model include the turbulence scale length L,
and the root-mean-square turbulence amplitude o_,. The corre-

sponding discrete Markov sequence is

w,, = exp(- d,,)w,___ + _/I --: ¢xp( _ 2d,,)T/,_, (2)

where d, is the ratio of d to L,. The rl is a normally-distributed

white noise sequence with mean and variance:

E 1,I, I = 0 (3)

E1,1_I =o_/_- : (4)

This model uses the discrete white noise=_&luence :n to'_pprox-

imale the integrated effect of continuous white noise. Figure 4

presents the autocovariance function associated with Eq. (1),

along with the autocovariance function of the sequence of
Eq. (2). indicating the agreement of the turbulence models.

With the assumption that measurement noise is super-

imposed on the radial wind components, the measurement at

range gate iduring measurement sequence k, ZSk can be related

g+-

l R_ditl Wind Z.

Components / jk

Fig. 3 Forward-took sensor measurement process.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of DDden turbulence spectrum lU|OCOVlr'_lnCe
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to the corresponding scalar radial wind component by the
relationship

. Z]k = l't'e_4 + n.lk + Via

This can be rewritten as

(5)

,_j_ = w, , • t_j_ (6)

where II, is the aircraft's inertial speed at the time of measure-

ment sequence k, and z?j,_has this bias subtracted out. Error in

the inertial speed estimate, n_t, which is made from onboard

measurements, is added to nj, to produce Jq:,_:

rij, = nj, + nv, (7)

The measurement error R is assumed to be a zero-mean, nor-

mally distributed white noise sequence, with a known constant

standard deviation a,,.

With the aforementioned assumptions, an estimator dedi-

cated to each range gate can be constructed in the form of a

Kalman filter. From the measurement z?,,,, each Kalman filter

constructs an est mate ev .( + ) and a variance Pj,t( + ) which

s a measure of the uncerta nty =n _., ,( + ) in three steps F rst
• . rj , ,

the state est mate and varmnce form the previous measure-

ment sequence, ¢e,,, _ _( + ) and p,,, _ _( + ), are extrapolated ac-
cording to

)_',,, (-) = exp( - d,,)Cv,,,_ _( + ) (8)

pj,(-) = exp(-2d,,)p)k_:(+) + [l-exp(-2d,,)]o_/Tt (9)

Equation (8) is obtained by taking the expected value of Eq.

(2). Note that Eq. (9) is an approximation to the integrated

effects of continuous white noise• Next, the extrapolated vari-

ance pjk(-) is used to compute a gain Kjk:

Kj,= PJ*(-)
p,,(_)+oz (10)

Finally, the post-update wind estimate and variance are com-

puted:

a,,,,(+) = _%,(-) + K,, [¢, - %,(- )] (11)

p,,(+) = [pJ,(- + )o 1 (12)

The Kalman filters compute a weighted average of the wind

measurements obtained at each range gate, compensating for
the movement of the sensor platform by making an assump-
tion of frozen Dryden turbulence in the interval between the

measurements. Wind shear estimates are updated at each mea-

surement step, compensating for turbulence and weighing cur-
rent and prior information according to its relative uncer-

tainty. Because each range gate's state estimator is decoupled
from the others, the computation could be performed on a set

of identical processors running in parallel• This decoupling is
achieved as a consequence of the Markov property of the wind

model: the probability distribution at a given wind state w,.j,,
is conditionally independent of w,j , given the closer state
w,,,__. This assumption could be relaxed, coupling adjacent

states or larger groups of states together with a corresponding
increase in computational complexity.

Prior state estimates and variances are required to initialize
each filter. This may be accomplished by applying a separate

initialization Kalman filter to the first sequence of wind
measurements• This filter is initialized with an onboard wind

eslimate and variance at the aircraft's location, perhaps from
a Kalman filter processing onboard sensor measurements.
An initial sequence of wind measurements from the forward-

looking sensors is then processed to initialize the state and

variance of each Kalman filter. The initialization Kalman filter

takes the same form as Eqs. (8-12), except that the distance
between range gates L is used as the distance between measure-
ments d.

Hazard Metrics and Stochastic Prediction

The detection of the presence of a wind shear can be based

on the output of the stochastic estimators. A reasonable ap-

proach to detecting wind shear is to predict whether the level
of some hazard metric based on the wind estimates will exceed

a threshold. The F-factor hazard metric relates wind shear to

aircraft air-referenced specific energy rate, v,'hich is defined by

dE, ['l,:,\dV= dh

d---_(t) = _g) d--_- + d--_
(13)

'.,,here V,, is the airspeed, h is aircraft altitude, and g is the

gravitational constant. Usin_ longitudinal aircraft equations

of motion and assuming small flight-path angles, it can be
shown _.t that

dE, (T- D)V.

d-'-t (/) = W 5:(t)Va (14)

where Tis thrust, D is drag. and Wis aircraft weight, if(t) is
the F-factor, defined as

(1"_ dw, w_,(t)
_r(t)= \,_/_ (t) - )--S-, (15)

where w,(t) is the wind component in the inertial horizontal

direction, and w;,(t) is the vertical wind component• For small

flight-path angles, the radial wind components are approx-

imately the same as the longitudinal horizontal wind compo-
nents. Wind shear effects enter Eq. (14) in three ways: I) by

changing the airspeed, 2) by altering the drag, and 3) directly
through _(t). For conditions typical of jet transport flight

through severe wind shear, only the direct impact of _(t) is

significant• Prediction of aircraft specific energy along the

intended trajectory appears to involve the prediction of air-

speed, but using a constant nominal value of airspeed in Eq.
(15) introduces a small, conservative error.

The first component of 5: in Eq. (15) is proportional to the

rate of change of the horizontal wind component• If the wind

field is assumed stationary, prediction of $ along the intended

trajectory could be made by differencing adjacent wind esti-
mates:

_, = i/L (¢,.,,,- C,.,j.,) (t6)

This ,.,,ould amplify high-frequency noise, resulting in exces-

sive prediction error. Alternatively, predicted energy deviation

and 5: can be computed by a Kalman filter algorithm using the

wind estimates as inputs. '3: is obtained through a weighted sum

of the radial wind estimates, with the weights selected by defi-
nition and minimization of a suitable cost function.

An important limitation of Doppler wind measurement de-

vices is their inability to measure winds perpendicular to the

direction of the Doppler pulse. As a consequence, the second
component of $ in Eq. (15), due to s'ertical winds, is not

measured by the device. In downburst wind shears, head-tail

wind shear is produced by vertically descending winds that

flow outward as they near the ground. These dov, ndraft winds

pose a hazard to the aircraft that the Doppler sensors cannot
directly measure. Current research is attempting to model the
vertical wind as a function of the horizontal wind for hazard

estimation. -'_ In the simple do'anburst model of Ref. 23, the

correlation betv, een horizontal and vertical winds depends on
the size of the dov, ndrart, the altitude, and the distance from
the downburst core. In a well-measured and v.ell.studied mi-

croburst, four major do'._.ndraft regions were found.-' t As the

relationship bet_._een horizontal and _.ertical winds remains to
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be established, the present study is based on radial wind alone.
If a consistent correlation between vertical wind and radial-

wind measurement is found, vertical wind could be added to

the stochastic model.

To predict the wind:shear-induced energy deviation E,,,

Eq. 04) can be integrated across a typical range gate j, result-

ing in the reeursive form

E,., = E,., ,- \ EJ j-t., (17)

where V, is average inertia] speed of the aircraft. _,, is modeled

as a stationary process driven by a discrete random sequence:

_:s., = ffJ- q, + Tb t (18)

where _ is a normally distributed white noise sequence with

zero mean and standard deviation %. This standard deviation

is a design parameter that alters the response characteristics of

the prediction filter, as demonstrated by simulation. Equa-

tions (17) and (18) may be written in vector-matrix form:

where

rx,--F,-,,.,] (20)

The relationship between prediction and estimation is obtained

by substitution of Eq. 05) into Eq. 04) and integration from
the aircraft (denoted with subscript 0) to a typical range gate

j. This results in the equation

w'_, - w,i, = - Es,, -E_.o) + wj,,, (2t)

if the prediction is initialized with the condition

E,,,.o = - ( V,,/g ) .'_ o (22)

then Eq. (21) may be rewritten as

,.,
In this paper vertical wind is modeled as a normally dis-

tributed white random sequence, uncorrelated with the radial

winds, with mean and variance

E[,%]=0 (24)

Table ! Simulation paramelers

Aircraft initial conditions
Airspeed, V,, 160 Kt
Altitude, h 2000 i't

Inertial flight-path angle. "_, - 3 deg
Distance to microburst core 20,100 ft

Doppler sensor
Range gate separation. L 500 ft
Distance betv, een sequences, d 27 ft
Noise standard de,,iation, o. I ft/s
Distance to aircraft 20,000 ft

Turbulence

rms iurbulence inlensily, o, 2.7 ft/s
Turbulence scale length. L,, 1000 fl

r,dicroburst
Dov, ndraft ra:liu_ 2070 ft
Maximum horizontal v,inds .-,_.4 ft/s

Height of boundar_ la_er 131 It

and

E[.,_,I_-,,.,, (2s)

With the previously given model, prediction of the hazard
level can be made from the output of the estimation Kalman

filters after each measurement sequence. The wind estimates

are processed using a recursive procedure based on the Kalman

fiher, ta.t9 The prediction is initialized with onboard estimates

of w_ o and fro. Predictions of E_. and _:,., denoted -:,. and _,
are made for each range gate using the recursive equations

_ V'__t+KE, , ___ _,---
!_., = _s._ , gL w,,, Vl gL

(26)

[ g V' ,j_t] (27)_,= _,-,+K_,,_',:--6,L.;_,-g-Z

These equations involve two gains, KE,.and K%, that are com-
puted at each step based on the covartance propagation and

filter gain computations of the Kalman filter) s't9 The design

parameter o_ influences the size of these gains, influencing the

response characteristics of the prediction filters.

Simulation of Stochastic Prediction Techniques

The stochastic estimation and prediction algorithms are

demonstrated using a batch simulation of aircraft encounters

with downbursl wind shear and with severe turbulence. For

each simulation, two different predictions are made, based on
different choices of the design parameter %. The wind shear is

modeled by the Oseguera-Bowles stagnation-point-flow down-

burst model, 2_ and severe turbulence is modeled using the Dry-

den spectrum as presented in Ref. 26. A twin-jet transport
aircraft is represented by a point-mass longitudinal model} 7

trimmed along an approach path at a constant airspeed of 160

Kts. Normally distributed white noise is superimposed on mea-

surements to simulate Doppler sensor error. Table ! lists the

parameters of the simulation.
The wind shear simulation is initiated with the microburst

just out of the sensor's detection range. Figure 5 depicts the

- o_

Distance, IFtl

IgSoo 3

Fig, 5 Comparlson of microbursl model headwlnd-lailwlnd compo-
nenl of F-laelor wllh predicled F-faclor.

Rpeeirb¢ Energy D¢_hation

lknot_l

60

-150

_" _--_"_:'. -- • _ --'_:_"-..

Dist:mt e. lFtl

1950O 3_Joo0 5_C,30 7o_t_0 9, '_or_ _00 13_Jt t _,_o 175t,o

Fig. 6 Comparison of aircraft energ_ dev|alion due to headwlnd-tail-
_ind shear and predicled energ.', de,,iation.
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:::t

Fig. 7 Comparison of F-[actor predictions in severe Dr3den turbu-
lence.

situation 10 s later, comparing the predicted hazard metric '3:a_

along the flight path with the model's ff_,, component due to
the headwind/tailwind shear alone. The predictions agree well

with the model's head/tail wind component of _=,, but the

peak magnitude of the prediction is attenuated due to the finite

bandwidth of the prediction algorithm. In addition, the dis-

tance between the aircraft and the wind shear is overpredicted

due to phase shifting. With a lower value of o_, the estimators

have lower gains, and these effects are more pronounced. If
a wind shear warning were issued each time a critical value of

"3:a, was exceeded, the algorithm with higher o_ would have a
greater chance of positively identifying severe wind shear.

For the same simulation, Fig. 6 compares the predicted en-

ergy deviation, normalized as an airspeed deviation, and the

energy deviation due to the component of the wind shear.
Although the error in prediction of distance to the microburst

is greater for the lower value of o_, both predictions perform
favorably in predicting peak energy loss. However, the total

energy loss to the aircraft is greater than either prediction, due
to the effect of the unobserved downdraft winds.

Figure 7 compares the predicted hazard metric _, for each
of the prediction designs in severe Dryden turbulence. The

higher choice of o,, results in greater response to turbulence.
If wind shear warnings were issued each time a critical value

of _:o, was predicted, the algorithm with higher o_ would issue
more frequent raise alarms. The optimization of a prediction

algorithm must take into account both detection performance

and false alarm prevention. Wavelengths corresponding to

severe wind shear should be passed, but short wavelength

disturbances that do not affect the flight path should be
eliminated.

Conclusions

Doppler wind sensors can provide advance warning of a
wind shear threat, but wind measurements are influenced by

turbulence and measurement error. Optimal estimation pro-

vides a framework for minimizing the error of wind estimates

given a hypothesis of the wind field structure. The estimation

procedures presented here assume a structure to the local wind

field at each range gate of the Doppler sensor, resulting in a
bank of parallel Kalman fillers. A,first-order Markov turbu-

lence model accounts for spatial correlation in the wind field

due to turbulence. Measures of uncertainty are produced dur-

ing the optimal estimation process. Stochastic prediction tech-

niques are used to predict the impact of estimated winds on the
energy performance of the aircraft. These techniques extend

naturally to multiple Doppler sensors and could be expanded
to predict other quantities such as altitude deviation error and

touchdown dispersion error, given a nominal model of pilot
compensation.

If wind shear warning is based on a critical threshold value

of a hazard prediction, the detection reliability depends on

the design of the prediction algorithm. Kalman-fiher-based

designs may be band limited, identifying areas with a sus-
tained level of substantial wind shear. To further refine the

algorithm, a o,mparative analysis of prediction algorithm de-

signs can be ,.onducted, using an ensemble of representative

severe wind shear models. The potential for false warning in

severe turbulence also can be compared. Both threshold and

design bandwidth may be chosen to further optimize detection
reliability.

Hazard prediction from Doppler sensors can provide the

sole basis for a wind shear alert, but the lack of vertical wind

estimates limits the alert's reliability. Other sources of infor-

mation could improve the reliability of Doppler-based stochas-

tic predictions through adaptive prediction techniques. More-

over, threshold exceedance of a hazard prediction could be

viewed as uncertain evidence supporting a hypothesis of severe

wind shear in the Bayesian network. With the reliability of
threshold exceedance as evidence established through statisti-

cal analysis, hazard prediction can be incorporated into a

probability-based expert system for wind shear avoidance.
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Stochastic Measures

in Aircraft Control Systems
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of Performance Robustness

 3,'4

Stochastic robustness, u simple technique used to estimate the robustness of linear, tlme-invariunt systems, Is

applied to a twin-jet transport aircraft control system. Concepts behind stochastic stability robustness are

extended to stochastic performance robustness. Stochastic performance robustness measures based on classical

design specifications and measures specific to aircraft bundling qualities are Introduced. Confidence Intervals for

computing two control system designs are presented. The application of stochastic performance robustness, the

use of confidence intervals, and tradeoffs between performance objectives are demonstrated by means of abe

Iwin-Jet aircraft example.

Inlroduction

TANDARD linear contro] system design techniques relyon accurate models of the system to be controlled. Be-

cause models are never perfect, robustness analysis is neces-

sary to determine the possibility of instability or inadequate

performance in the face of uncertainty. Robustness to these
uncertainties, parametric or unstructured, is normally treated

deterministically and often without regard for possible physi-
cal variations in the system. Consequently, overconservative

control system designs or designs that are insufficiently robust
in the face of real-world uncertainties are a danger.

Stochastic robustness analysis (SRA), a simple technique to

determine the robustness of linear, time-invariant systems by

Monte Carlo methods, was introduced in Ref. 1 and presented

in detail in Refs. 2 and 3. These references described stochastic

stability robustness analysis and introduced the probability of

instability as a scalar measure of stability robustness. Confi-
dence intervals for the scalar probability of instability were

presented, and the stochastic root locus, or probability density

of the closed-loop eigenvalues, graphically portrayed robust-

ness properties. Because it uses knowledge of the statistics of

parameter variations directly, SRA provides an inherently pre-

cise yet simple characterization of robustness. The physical

meaning behind the probability of instability is apparent, and
overconservative or insufficiently robust designs can be avoided.

Applications of SRA to full-state feedback aircraft control

systems were described in Ref. 4. The results presented there
illustrated the use of stochastic stability robustness techniques

in comparing control system designs and in including finite-di-
mensional uncertain dynamics.

Concepts behind stochastic stability robustness can be ex-
tended to provide insight about control system design for

performance. Design specifications such as rise time, over.
shoot, settling time, dead time, and steady-state error nor-

mall)' are used as indicators of adequate performance and lend
themselves to the same kind of analysis as already described.
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Concepts of stochastic stability robustness analysis can be

applied to these criteria giving probabilistic bounds on scalar

performance criteria. Metrics resulting from SRA can be re-
lated to controller design parameters, thus providing a foun-

dation for design tradeoffs and optimization. Extensions and
uses of stochastic performance robustness in aircraft control

system design and analysis are described in the following, and

they are illustrated by means of an example.

Stochastic Performance Robustness

Stochastic stability robustness analysis is based on Monte

Carlo analysis of the probability of instability P, and associ-

ated confidence intervals, given a statistical description of pa-

rameter uncertainty. 2-'t Because the stability test is binomial

(i.e., the outcome of each Monte Carlo evaluation takes one
of two values: stable or unstable), lower L and upper U

confidence bounds are calculated using the binomial test. s

While stability is an important element of robustness, perfor-

mance robustness analysis is vital to determining whether im-

portant design specifications are met. Adequate performance,
such as initial c0ndhion response, command response, control

authority, and rejection of disturbances, is difficult to de-

scribe by a single scalar metric. Nevertheless, elements of

stochastic stability robustness analysis apply for binomial per-

formance metrics.
Numerous criteria stemming from classical control concepts

exist as measures of adequate performance. Appealing to
these, one can begin a smooth transition from stability robust-

ness analysis to performance robustness analysis simply by
analyzing the degree of stability or instability rather than strict

stability. As described in Ref. 2, one method of doing this is to

shift the vertical discriminant line from zero to I: < (or >)0.

Histograms and cumulative distributions for varying degrees
of stability are readily given by the Monte Carlo estimate of

the probability of an.,,' eigenvalue real-part exceeding I:. Bino-
mial confidence intervals are applicable to each point of the

cumulative distribution as there are just two values of interest,

e.g., satisfactory or unsatisfactory. P is a special case where
I_ 0_ The robustness metric resulting from the cumulative

probability distribution is directly related to classical concepts
of rates of decay (growth) of first- and second-order closed-

loop responses, time-to-half, and time-to-double. Taking de-

gree-of-stability analysis further, rather than a vertical dis-
criminant line, one can confine the closed-loop roots to sectors

in the complex plane bounded by lines of constant damping
and arcs of constant natural frequency. 6 Systems with roots

Research supported by government grant,
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confined to these regions would he expected to display a cer-

tain transient response speed. Again, the probability of roots

lying within a sector follows a binomial distribution, and
binomial confidence intervals apply.

Performance specifications for aircraft flying qualities are

detailed in Ref. 7 in terms of longitudinal and lateral-direc-

tional criteria at three levels of performance for each flight

phase. Many flying-qualities criteria require little computation

above and beyond eigenvalue computation, making perfor-
mance robustness as easy to characterize as stability robust-

ness. For example, the short-period response can be character-
ized by its damping ratio and natural frequency vs normal

acceleration sensitivity to angle-oLattack n,,. The latter is

illustrated in Ref. 7 by plotting the short-period undamped

natural frequency vs no, as shown in Fig. i. n° is simply a

function of the dynamic pressure ¢ and vehicle parameters

no = tlS,_f Ct. (i)
rag

Ct, is the lift-curve slope, S,f the wing reference area, m the
mass, and g the gravitational constant• Short-period-mode
requirement levels for each flight phase are characterized by

calculating the closed-loop eigenvalues and evaluating Eq. I

Repeated evaluations using Monte Carlo analysis give a distri-

bution that can be shown pictorially on Fig. !; the resulting

measure of performance robustness is the probability of re-

• : ':''I'. : . "'f...

• : [ ..... t,.c_ 2
___._ _,,cz I

t0 I •

_,, ! .:..!.:; : . i:: t,,_, t

I

0 I0 I00

no

Fill. | Shorl-perlod response mschmrueterlzed by no vswn_ for cate-
gory B flight ph_ (climb, cruise, descent) and all slrcrufl"elns._es. _

mm ral_ ¢r.ak ov_ mat

FilL. 2 Example of step response bounds formed by scalar perfor-
monet characteristics.

,", ....--.°..

i ; .... "................... Pi

Numb_o(Evthsd_)

Fig. 3 Confidence Interval calculation on the difference ttP between
two prob:bUlties P| and PI-

Table I Longitudinal parameters of the twin-Jet aircraft

Uniform

variation = Description

15
15
2
2
2
30

25
25
40

40

7.5

1o
50
25
25

25

I0

10

10

13

10

Mass, slugs
Moment of inertia about the y axis, slug-ft z
Wing reference area, ft
Aerodynamic chord, ft
Wing span, ft
Center-of-gravity location as a percent of mean aerody-
namic chord

Lift-curve slope
Lift-curve intercept
Deviation of the basic lift coefficient due to Mach effects

on lift-curve intercept
Deviation of the basic lift coefficient due to Math effects

on lift-curve slope
Variation in lift coefficient with rate of change of nondi-
mensional c¢

Variation in lift coefficient with rate of change of nondi-
mensional q
Variation in lift coefficient with change in elevator angle
Basic low-speed drag coefficient
Moment-curve slope
Moment-curve intercept
Deviation of the basic moment coefficient due to Mach

effects on moment-curve intercept
Deviation in the basic moment coefficient due to Math

effects on moment-curve slope
Variation in moment coefficient with rate of change of
nondimensional a

Variation in lift coefficient with rate of change of nondi-
mensional q
Variation in moment coefficient with change in elevator
angle
Center-or-gravity variation factor

• • i_rcen[ of nominal parameter value

maining within level I, 2, o r 3 criteria. 7 Bin_omial confidence
interval computations can be applied to the scalar probability
estimate.

Time responses provide the most clear-cut means of evaluat-

ing performance. Stochastic performance robustness can be

portrayed as-_/distrqbuHofi of possible trajectories around a

nominal or desired trajectory. After __defiii|ng "envelopes"
around the nominal trajectory (Fig. 2), the probability of

violating the envelopes can be computed using Monte Carlo
evaluation. The envelope chosen around the nominal trajec-

tory encompasses scalar performance measures;- the trajecto-

ries in Fig. 2 are examples of bounds defined by minimum

and/or maximum allowable dead time, delay time, rise time,
time.to-peak overshoot, peak overshoot, settling time, and

steady-state error. 6 Although it is simple to conclude that a

response violates an envelope, individual responses within the

envelope may not be acceptable. In such cases, the derivative
of a response and envelopes around the derivative also can be

used as performance criteria?
The criteria defining envelopes that bound an acceptable

time response are not unique; the segmented envelopes in Fig.

2 can be smoothed, or other scalars can be used to define

points on the envelope. However, once an envelope is defined,

time response distributions due to a command input, distur-

bance, initial condition, or some combination can be com-
puted by Monte Carlo methods. For each evaluation, the tra-

jectory is a binomial variable; it either stays within theenvel-

ope or violates the envelope, and binomial confidence infer-

vals apply. Although individual time responses require more

computation time than do individual sets of eigenvalues, such
analysis is well within the capability of existing workstations.

Confidence intervals for the difference between two proba-

bilities are useful when comparing two control system designs.
A statistic on the difference decides whether one controller is

more robust than another, either as part of an iterative design

process or as imbedded in an optimization technique. The
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Table 2 Scalar performance criteria defining
command response envelope

Scalar metric Value

Maximum dead time
Maximum nonminimum-

phase response
Minimum and maximum

delay time
Minimum and maximum

rise time
Minimum and mlLXJmum

peak time
Maximum peak overshoot
Maximum settling time
Minimum and maximum

steady-state error

2.5s

-0.1 of desired steady-state value

l.Osand 7.5s

2.0 s and 15.0 s

3.0 s and 18.0 s

1.25 of desired steady-state value
22.0 s

4. 0.025 of desired steady-stale value

Table 3 Setpolnt for individual velocity
and flight-path-angle commands

Command _T, % 6E. deg V, fps "r, deg q, rad/s o, deg

V = 15 fps l.I 15.3 15 0 0 -0.25
3' = 4deg 24.1 0.6 0 4 0 -O,Ol

statistics literature gives several methods of computing the
confidence interval for the difference between two binomial

variables. Reference g presents a method based solely on indi-
vidual confidence intervals. Given individual intervals based

on independent Monte Carlo irials,

Pr(Li - PI --< UI) = 1 - c_, (2)

Pr(L2 -< Pz < U2) = 1 - a2 (3)

the confidence interval around AP _- P_ - P2 is given by s

Pr[(Lt - U2) -< AP --- (U, -L:)]

:> I - al - cx2+ cqot: (4)

When identical parameter sets are used to generate individual

intervals, the right-hand side of Eq. (4) is I - oq - cr2. Since

(L_, U0 and (L:, U2) are computed using the binomial test and

represent exact intervals for the individual estimates, Eq. (4) is

not an approximation. Confidence interval comparisons are

illustrated schematically in Fig. 3. The interpretation of the
confidence interval for the difference is straightforward; the

probability that the true difference lies within [(L_ - U2), (U_

- L2)] is at least l-a_-o,+_t_:. If the interval on AP
contains zero (i.e., if the individual intervals overlap as they

do initially in Fig. 3), then the difference in robustness be-

tween the two systems is not proven significant at that number

of evaluations. If the true difference AP is small, a larger

number of evaluations may result in an interval that does not

contain zero, as in Fig. 3.

A given AP can result from many combinations of individ-

ual probability estimates, and it is difficult to generalize the
number of evaluations necessary to detect a difference of a

certain magnitude. Nevertheless, the number of evaluations

required for an individual confidence interval can be used to

foretell the number of evaluations necessary to detect a differ-
ence between two estimates. Figure 4 gives the required num-

ber of evaluations J for each individual confidence interval,

for the special case, al--_2 = 0.05. Using the difference

P2 - Pt as the ordinate and Pz as the abscissa, the curves show
the minimum number of evaluations required to establish a

significant difference. For example, if the probability esti-
mates (denoted #) are Pz = 0.45 and #l = 0.4, Fig. 4 shows

that a statistically significant difference (i.e., nonoverlapping

confidence intervals) can be determined using approximately
1500 Monte Carlo evaluations. Individual estimates of #2 =

0.15 and #, = 0.1 result in the same difference, but fewer than

750 evaluations are required to detect the difference. Figure 4
is based on individual confidence interval calculations,

presented in Ref. 3.

Performance Robustness of Longitudinal Controllers

For st Jet Transport

SRA is applied to a twin-jet transport aircraft, with the goal

of characterizing the performance robustness of longitudinal

0. l

0.08

p

0.0:_

0

OI 02 03 0.4 0.5

Pt

Fig. 4 Number of evaluations establishing signifleant difference* be.
Iween two probabilities for 95% confidence Intervlds and equal n-m-
bars of evaluations for Individual probabllltl_.

WCk)

-I •
-|1

Seetmbomtd

a) Stochastic root locus with actor bounds defined by minimum

level 1 shorl-perlod damping for cruise flight

.
J/ • I.a-_!

,, ./d / k,-ml 2

bl Sborl-perlod frequency vs acceleration lensltlvlly distribution

Fig. 5 Stochastic robustness evnluallon of the open-loop short-pe-
riod d)namlcs of the twin-jet aircraft, based on 10,000 Monte Carlo
evaluations.
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command responses. The rigid-body nonlinear longitudinal
equations are

[i]
-D + T cos(a) g sin('_,)

m

L + Tcos(a) g cos(_,)
raV

M

l vj,
q - :y

(5)

where [V, 7, q, a] represent velocity,flight-path-angle, pitch
rate, and angle-of-attack, [L, D, M] are aerodynamic lift,
drag, and pitching moment, T is the thrust, and g is the grav-
itational constant. Equation (5) depends on a number of pa-
rameters given in Table !. Mean parameter values of the
stability derivatives in Table i are functions of Mach number
and altitude; they are interpolated from aerodynamicdata
curves for the aircraft at a given trim condition) The aerody-
namic model used to compute L, D, and M is a simplified
version of that given in Ref. 9, modified to use only two lon-
gitudinal controls (thrust and elevator). In this example, each
Monte Carlo evaluation begins with the nonlinear equations
of motion and associated parameters. The nonlinear equations

are evaluated using appropriately distributed random parame-
ters and are then linearized around the nominal trim condi-
tion. The closed-loop eigenvalues and performance metrics are
evaluated from the linearized system.

The parameters are assumed to have uniform variations of
the magnitudes given in Table i. For the wing parameters (Sr,f,
chord, span), these variations are representative of loose man-
ufacturing tolerances. The mass and moment-of-inertia varia-
tions are based on the maximum and minimum possible values
of these parameters given in Ref. 9. The remaining parameter-
variation estimates are based on interpolation accuracy and

possible flight condition variations around the nominal value.

25.0

lS.O

S.O

Time_ envelope

30.0 49.0 5!

time (sac)
a) 15 fps velocitycommand:velocity rx.sponse c)

Trim conditions for a flight condition of V = 425 fps (130
m/s) at an altitude of 5000 ft (1524 m) are as follows: thrust
= 27.3%, elevator = -0.65 deg, and angle-of-attack = 2.15

def. The open-loop eigenvalues for the state matrix resulting
from linearizing Eq. (5) around trim are X = - 1.32 * 2.44j,
-0.0053 ± 0.0962j. Stochastic robustness evaluation using

the short-period Mil-spec requirements _ shows an acceptable
open-loop short-period mode for the uniform parameter vari-
ations given in Table 1. Figure 5a shows the stochastic root
locus with sectors defined by minimum level ! short-period
damping ratio for cruise or climb (category B flight phase); for
10,000 evaluations, the short-period eigenvalues never violate
the level I damping restriction. Figure 5b characterizes the_
short-period frequency vs acceleration sensitivity, Whlc-h also
remains within level 1 constraints for 10,000 evaluations. The
probability estimate of violating level 1 short-period specifica-
tions is 0, with 95% confidence intervals of (0, 3.69E - 4).

Design 0| Longitudinal Controiicrs

A command response that stays within the envelope de-
sc_'ibedby scaFar criteria in Table 2 serves as the performance
requirement for designing linear regulators for velocity and
fl;ghi-path-angle commands. In addition, elevator deflections
are limited to ± 30 dog, and thrust commands must remain
between 0 and 100%. The desired commands y'= V" or
y'= ._" and corresponding setpoints x'= [V'rq a] r, u" =
[6T 6El are given in Table 3. The open-loop responses to in-
dividual velocity and flight-path-angle commands are inade-
quate because of the slow, lightly damped phugoid mode.
Numerical values of the results that follow depend heavily on
the-perf0-rman-ce criteria chosen. The envelopes defined in
Table 2 reflect tolerable variations around-an acceptable nom-
inal response. The control limits are typical of those for a jet
transport. Changing the time response envelopes or control
authority limits would give different numerical results. The
emphasis in this example is not on the specific criteria chosen,
but on how SRA characterizes performance given a control
system design and performance specifications.

(,o

-O.S

Elevator saluraUon I;mit

_!!iI!!!!ifnmii,iiniiii/ii

,;,,,, ...... _....... _ .....
.0 10.0 20.0 :M.II 410.0 :

Elcvalor saluralion limit

time (see)

15 fps velocity command:elcvalorresponse

0.0

0.a

14

O.4

0,2

Thrust_aturadonlimit

O.O ' _ '

.0 tO.O 20.0 _0.0 40.0 S*

_,e (see)

b) 1S[pa velocitycommand: tb_at response d)

Timertspons=envelope
fl, N

. II

a.D --1 _

.0 IO.O 20.0 30.0 40.0

time (see)

&-degntgbt-palh-anglecommand:night-path-anglempom_

Fig. 6 Clo_-d-loop commandresponsesusingIMF controller, 500 Monte Carlo evaluations.Nominal responseb indicatedbythe solidline.
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Structured linear-quadratic regulatorP ° offer a simple means

of designing a linear control system with desirable perfor-
mance and robustness characteristics. Specifications of the lin-

++ear-quadratic performance index and subsequent control gains
using implicit-model-following (IMF) minimizes the dynamic

response error between the closed-loop system and an ideal

model) ° State, control, and cross-weighting matrices (Q, R,

M) are base_don a quadratic cost function that weights the

difference between the actual state rate (*) and that of an ideal

model tiM), where

iM = FMxu (6)

IMF offers a straightforward way of designing controllers that

approximate desired dynamic characteristics. For this exam-

ple, the ideal model was chosen to increase the natural fre-

quency and damping of the phugoid mode, while maintaining

acceptable short period response:

-0.3 -32.17 -0.0104

0.00381 -0.1949 0.0006

0.0 - 0.0 - 1.273

- 0.0038 O.1949 0.999

- 1.35 4-2.39j_M = -0.213 ±0.314j

F M

-23.34 l

1.3561

-5"981/ (7)

- 1.356_]

(8)

?S.D

IS,D

S.U

0 I0,0 20.D "hO,O

time (sec)

15 fps velocity command: velocla) response

i

40.0

Stochastic performance robustness analysis is based on the

probability of violating the desired time response envelopes
(Pv and Is.,) and the probability of control saturation (tS, r and

P6E).
The IMF controller gives a nominal closed-loop command

response to separate velocity (Figs. 6a-c) and flight-path-angle

(Fig. 6d) commands that is within the acceptable time-re-

sponse envelope. Figure 6 also shows 500 Monte Carlo evalua-
tions of the command response; the nominal steady-state con-

trol inputs and state are given in Table 3, and the nominal

response in Fig. 6 is indicated by a solid line. The response and
associated envelopes in Fig. 6 are shown for the commanded

variable only; the remaining state elements do not require

performance constraints in this example. Thrust and elevator

time histories are shown for the velocity command response
only. Parameter uncertainty effects appear as variations

around the nominal response, indicated by the dark distribu-

tion and associated outliers. Parameter uncertainty results in a

distribution of transient responses that stays within the envel-

ope, and nonzero steady-state errors that violate the envelope
for both velocity (Fig. 6a) and flight-path-angle (Fig. 6d)

commands. Based on 500 Monte Carlo time response evalua-

tions, the estimate Pv is 0.002 with 95°70 confidence intervals

(5.1E - 5, O.011 I) and the estimate P., is 0.368 (0.326, 0.412).

The nominal elevator response violates control limits for both
command responses, and in each case, the probability of

elevator saturation is tSgE = 1.0. Note that the control satura-

tion limits in Figs. 6b-c are adjusted to reflect the remaining

control authority alter considering trim requirements.

0.1

o.0

d) 4-deg flight-path-angle command: flight-path-angle response

D,I

O.O

I.O 10.0 ?O.O 30.0

time (set)

15 fps velocll) command: thrust responseb)

,_). 0 SL

O.I

_" 0.1

0.4

0.?

0.0 i

_.o ,o.o m.o ',,,.o _.a

time (set)

4--degflight-path-angle command: thrust respons+

0.5

f 7__

0.0

,o

-0.$

time (sac) time (sea:)

c) 15 [ps velocity command: elevator response f) 4-deg fllght-palb-angle commnnd: clevmlor mpons¢

Fig. ? Closed-loop command response using PFIMF controller, with filler control weighting RE = dlag(10, SOL _ Monte Carlo evaluations.
Nominal response is Indicated b) Ibe solid line.
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Fig. g Slochasllcperformnoce robustness evaluation with PFIMF:
Probabilityof Hoisting flight-path-anglecommand response,is and
probabilityof violatingelevatorsaturation limits Panvs filler weiibt
R_'_.Solid lines give probabU|ty estimates,dashedlines give confi-
denceIntervals.

aS.0

g-

5.a

dine (see)

F! l. 9 Closed-loop command response using PFIMF controller,

witb filter control weightJn| RF = dla$(10, 50), 500 Monte Carlo eval-

uations: 15 fps velocity command subject In constant disturbance

w, ,, 40 fps. Nominal response is indicated by the solid line.

Implicit model following modified by stateaugmentation '°
can help meet control authority constraints. Proportional-fil-
ter (PF) compensation adds integrators to restrict the control
rates, thus preventing instantaneous control changes and re-
ducing the maximum control effort. The control vector is
appended to the state vector

where F and G are the nominal dynamic and control effect
matrices, g=x(t)-x', _=u(t)-u', and v(f) is a com-
manded control rate. The PFIMF state weighting matrix is

where Q, R, M are the original (IMF) weighting matrices. A
weighting matrix, R_,, constrains the control rates. Elements
of Rr affect the bandwidth of'each control; the larger the
weight, the more the control rate is restricted.

The IMF regulator is augmented to include low-pass filter-
ing of the control command, with a diagonal control-rate
weighting matrix RF=diail[lO, 50]. Figure 7 shows 500
stochastic state and control histories to individual velocity and

flight-path-angle commands using the PFIMF controller and a
stream of random numbers independent from the IMF case.
The (1, 1) element of RF (R6T) determines the amount of
filtering on thrust rate, and the (2, 2) element (R_E) controls
elevator rate. With filter elements, the control rates are no

longer unlimited, and the mean control responses remain un-
saturated. Steady-state error due to parameter uncertainty
remains within the desired state history envelope for the veloc-
ity command response (Fig. 7a). Steady-state error for the "r

command improves, although the variation in the _, transient
response is much greater than that of the IMF regulator alone,
as seen by comparing Figs. 6cl and 7d. /sv and _, estimates
corresponding to Fig. 7 are 0.0 (0.0, 0.0074) and 0.034 (0.0199,
0.0539), respectively. For 500 evaluations, the PFIMF flight-
path-angle command response improvement over the IMF
case alone proves significant by application of confidence in-
tervals on the difference (P'r_F -- P'rrlMr). Applying Eq. 4,

Pr [0.2721 < (PTIMF -- PTPFIMF)S 0.3921] > 0.9025 (I I)

Equation 11 states that with PF augmentation between 27 and
39%, more of the flight-path-angle responses tie within the
envelope, with a confidence coefficient of at least 0.9025. The
mean elevator response for the flight-path-angle command
dips just to saturation limits, and the probability of elevator
saturation is _E,V_,F = 0.502 (0A57, 0.547).

Stochastic robustness analysis shows that PF augmentation
improves performance objectives by reducing control rates
and steady-state error due to uncertainty. The state and con-
trol responseto the velocity command prove acceptable (Pv,
P_E, and ,b6rall equal 0), and the improved responses to flight-
path-_/figle command are statistically significant. For the
fllght-path-angle command, SRA demonstrates the tradeoff
heiween the two performance objecilves; increasing the (2, 2)
element (R6E) of Rr will further reduce elevator command
authority at the expense of the "_ time response. Figure B
illustrates this tradeoff by showing P,, *ban, and their confi-

Z5.O

•_ 15,O

>

S.O

a)

tat i

.0 10.0 ;to.0 34.0 40.0 sg

• ne (scc)

0.0

_:) O.S

_q_ 0.4

0.0b)

time (set)

0.0

SO 0 m.o sl

c)
time (set)

Fig. 10 Closed-loop command response using PIF1MF controller,

with filter control weighting RF = dlall(200. $0), and integrid stale

weiilhtin8 Qt _ dins(0-1. 100), _00 Monte Carlo evaluations: I$ fps
velocitycommandsubJectIo constant disturbancew, - 40 fps. Nomi-
nal responseis indicatedby the solid line.
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Fig. I1 Slocbutk performance robustness evaluation with PIFIMF:
Probability of violating velocity command response envelope Pv and
probability of violating thrust saturation limits Par vs filter weight

Rt'T. Solid lines give probabDily estimates, dashed lines give confi-
dence intervals.

donee intervals as functions of the design parameter R6E. A

plot like Fig. 8 can be used to choose the filter weight that

gives the smallest probabilities of envelope violation while
adhering as well as possible to the control authority restric-

tions. In this case, it is not possible to simultaneously reduce

P., and PSE tO zero by varying R6E. Nevertheless, stochastic
robustness analysis offers a simple, understandable means of

relating design parameters to performance objectives and of

choosing the best control gains to meet those objectives.

Design of a Longitudinal Controller

for Disturbance Rejection

As a final example, the preceding analysis is extended to

encompass a performance constraint on disturbance rejection.
The equations of motion are modified to include a vertical

wind disturbance w,.

I-D_ s..in(....__a-__,.__ Tcos(_--a.__), g sin(._)l

where

V sin(7) + w,
aa = ct + 7- tan-t (13)

V cos(-r)

With the disturbance present, the state components represent

inertial velocity, flight-path-angle, pitch, and angle-of-attack,

and the disturbance enters through the expression for air-rela-

tive angle-of-attack no. A disturbance input matrix is defined
for robustness analysis by numerical linearization of the non-

linear equations with respect to w_, around the nominal condi-
tion w_ = 0. Velocity command response subject to a constant

40-fps vertical velocity disturbance using the PFIMF controller

is shown in Fig. 9. The mean response shows a nonzero steady-

state error that violates the command response envelope, and

uncertainty causes a larger spread around the nominal re-

sponse than that of the system without the disturbance (Fig. 7).

Also, the steady-state flight-path-angle (not shown) is less than
zero due to the disturbance.

Proportional-integral (PI) compensation introduces a com-
mand-error integral for each commanded state element, zero-

ing steady-state error and improving disturbance rejection

characteristics. The perturbation equations for the nominal

system are

[_]= [F :][.(r)]+L_(t)j [_]Q(I) (14)

.:['ooo,o°o] (15)

where

[(t) = [(0) + I'0_(f) dT (16)

and )(t) = y(t)- y'. Here, y* = [V 7]r, and a (2 x 2) weighting

matrix QI is appended to the original state weighting matrix.

Diagonal elements of Qt affect the rate at which the command
error integrals approach zero. The diagonal components are

chosen to keep the velocity command within the desired envel-

ope and to zero the _ght-path-angle response. Command er-

ror integrals are added to the existing PFIMF controller, and

for the resulting PIFIMF system with Qi --diag[0.01,100] and

RF = diag[200, 50], Fig. 10 shows an improved velocity com-

mand response y*= [V* 0] r. The 50G-evaluation probability
estimates and 95e;, confidence intervals are Pv = 0 (0.0, 7.4E-

3) and Psr= 0.002 (5.1E-5, 0.011 I). The (1, i) component of

RF is increased to restrain thrust as the command error inte-

grals are introduced. Figure 11 shows analysis of the tradeoff

between Pv and P6r as a function of design parameter Rtr

comparable to that presented for the flight-path-angle re-

sponse in Fig. 8. Again, Fig. I 1 can be used to choose control
system design parameters that best meet performance objec-

tives.

Conclusion

Stochastic robustness analysis offers a rigorous yet straight-

forward alternative to other robustness metrics that is simple

to compute and is unfettered by normally difficult problem
statements, such as non-Gaussian statistics, products of pa-

rameter variations, and structured uncertainty, The analysis

embraces both stability and performance metrics, handling

qualities requirements, and more general responses. Binomial

confidence intervals provide statistical bounds on the proba-
bility of instability and on performance metrics. Statistical

comparisons of control system robustness also are rendered

through confidence intervals. Both stability and performance

metrics resulting from stochastic robustness analysis provide

details relating system specifications intrinsic to a given appli-
cation and control system design parameters. Stochastic ro-

busmess analysis has a significant role to play in computer-

aided control system design.
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